Reprogramming metabolism by targeting sirtuin 6 attenuates retinal degeneration
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Retinitis pigmentosa (RP) encompasses a diverse group of Mendelian disorders leading to progressive degeneration of rods and then cones. For reasons that remain unclear, diseased RP photoreceptors begin to deteriorate, eventually leading to cell death and, consequently, loss of vision. Here, we have hypothesized that RP associated with mutations in phosphodiesterase-6 (PDE6) provokes a metabolic aberration in rod cells that promotes the pathological consequences of elevated cGMP and Ca2+, which are induced by the Pde6 mutation. Inhibition of sirtuin 6 (SIRT6), a histone deacetylase repressor of glycolytic flux, reprogrammed rods into perpetual glycolysis, thereby driving the accumulation of biosynthetic intermediates, improving outer segment (OS) length, enhancing photoreceptor survival, and preserving vision. In mouse retinas lacking Sirt6, effectors of glycolytic flux were dramatically increased, leading to upregulation of key intermediates in glycolysis, TCA cycle, and glutaminolysis. Both transgenic and AAV2/8 gene therapy–mediated ablation of Sirt6 in rods provided electrophysiological and anatomic rescue of both rod and cone photoreceptors in a preclinical model of RP. Due to the extensive network of downstream effectors of Sirt6, this study motivates further research into the role that these pathways play in retinal degeneration. Because reprogramming metabolism by enhancing glycolysis is not gene specific, this strategy may be applicable to a wide range of neurodegenerative disorders.

Introduction

Retinitis pigmentosa (RP) encompasses a diverse group of inherited genetic disorders that lead to progressive photoreceptor degeneration, night blindness, tunnel vision, and, eventually, loss of the ability to conduct many activities of daily living. One of the most severe retinopathies, RP is estimated to affect 1.5 million people worldwide, and 1 in 10 Americans carries a recessive RP allele (1), including mutations in phosphodiesterase-6 (PDE6), a G protein effector that controls cGMP levels (2–7). Rod photoreceptor cells are affected first, and accordingly, a patient’s first symptom typically is poor night vision, followed by tunnel vision. The massive loss of rod cells is associated with the secondary death of cone photoreceptors (8). After the loss of a significant numbers of cone cells, patients usually go blind. Subsequently, retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) cells, which support and maintain photoreceptors, migrate into the outermost layer of the retina, where they also experience cell death (8).

While RP is a genetically heterogeneous disorder, more than 8% of all autosomal recessive RP cases arise from mutations in the PDE6 gene (9). This prompted the creation of a mouse line that mimics this phenotype: the Pde6 mutant mouse is one of the most commonly studied models of RP. In this study, we used mice with a histidine to glutamine mutation (Pde6H620Q/H620Q), which develop a severe form of RP where retinal degeneration begins as early as 2–3 weeks after birth, and a near complete loss of photoreceptors is observed by 8 weeks (10).

Normally, the OS of photoreceptors are continuously regenerated in a process that requires NADPH from the pentose phosphate pathway (PPP) to generate phospholipids (11, 12). Rods shuttle glucose into the PPP to synthesize new membranes and facilitate OS generation (13, 14). In darkness, rods are constantly depolarized and consume more glucose than nearly all other cell types (15–20). However, in RP, an early manifestation of the disease is dysgenesis of rod OS (21). Photoreceptor death in the equatorial plane induces a bull’s-eye pattern of cell loss that is common among RP patients (22).

Some success in the treatment of RP has been achieved using gene therapy. Clinical trials for a form of RP called Leber congenital amaurosis slowed photoreceptor death but did not halt degeneration (23–32). While there are ongoing efforts to improve this therapy, a limitation of gene-specific treatments is the vast genetic heterogeneity of RP, with more than 60 genes associated with the disorder (33–35). Efforts to identify non-gene-specific therapies have had promising results. Activation of the mammalian target of rapamycin complex 1 (mTORC1) prolonged cone survival for 8...
remodel cellular metabolism to favor glycolysis over respiration (42–44). This should increase the concentrations of intermediates in glycolysis and the PPP, promoting survival. Previous studies of the role of Sirt6 in retinal function in a conventional systemic knockout, Sirt6tm1Fwa, were challenging to interpret because of negative effects on synaptic transmission (45). We therefore altered our approach to limit ablation of Sirt6 to rod photoreceptors with an inducible gene disruption strategy. Using this model, we tested whether upregulation of glycolytic flux through Sirt6 knockout can preserve both rod and cone photoreceptors in a preclinical, Pde6-associated RP model.

Results

Generation of experimental and control groups. The third most common cause of autosomal recessive RP is deficiency in the PDE6 enzyme, which controls the depolarization state of rods by regulating cGMP levels (9, 46–48). An established preclinical model for RP involves a homozygous point mutation (H620Q) in the gene months by increasing glucose uptake and utilization for NADPH production in 4 different mouse models of RP (11, 12). In our report, we propose a similar strategy that improves both survival and function of degenerating rods and cones. We hypothesized that Pde6-associated RP provokes a metabolic aberration in the rod cells that forces them to succumb to the consequences of elevated cGMP and Ca2+ via cyclic nucleotide–gated (CNG) channels and Na+/Ca2+-K+ exchangers (36–39).

The histone deacetylase sirtuin 6 (SIRT6) is a transcriptional repressor of glycolytic enzymes that has been extensively studied in the context of metabolism and cancer biology (40). Normally, SIRT6 directs glucose metabolism to proceed through aerobic metabolism by maintaining histone H3 (H3K9) in a deacetylated form, thereby repressing hypoxia-inducible factor 1α (HIF1A), a transcription factor (41). When nutrients are scarce or when SIRT6 is systemically suppressed experimentally, glucose is preferentially processed through glycolytic pathways. We hypothesized that knockdown of SIRT6 in rod photoreceptors could theoretically remodel cellular metabolism to favor glycolysis over respiration (42–44). This should increase the concentrations of intermediates in glycolysis and the PPP, promoting survival. Previous studies of the role of Sirt6 in retinal function in a conventional systemic knockout, Sirt6tm1Fwa, were challenging to interpret because of negative effects on synaptic transmission (45). We therefore altered our approach to limit ablation of Sirt6 to rod photoreceptors with an inducible gene disruption strategy. Using this model, we tested whether upregulation of glycolytic flux through Sirt6 knockout can preserve both rod and cone photoreceptors in a preclinical, Pde6-associated RP model.

Results

Generation of experimental and control groups. The third most common cause of autosomal recessive RP is deficiency in the PDE6 enzyme, which controls the depolarization state of rods by regulating cGMP levels (9, 46–48). An established preclinical model for RP involves a homozygous point mutation (H620Q) in the gene
Upon tamoxifen induction, the Pde6gCreERT2 recombinase excised exons 2 and 3 of the Sirt6 gene in the retinae of Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice. A 524-bp band was found in DNA amplified from the outer nuclear layer (ONL) of retinae collected from tamoxifen-treated mice, but not in DNA amplified from the ONL of the control mice (Supplemental Figure 1; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/JCI86905DS1). A 2,048-bp nonrecombined product was also noted in other organs of both Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q and Sirt6loxP/loxPde6bH620Q/H620Q control mice, including the liver, lungs, kidneys, and pancreas. This demonstrates the specificity of the Pde6gCreERT2 recombinase for the retina and suggests that off-target effects from the tamoxifen injection were limited.

**Figure 2. Sirt6 deficiency improves rod and cone survival and robustness.** (A) H&E staining of paraffin sections of retinas showed thicker ONL and IS/OS layers and greater concentration of photoreceptor nuclei in Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q compared with Sirt6loxP/loxPde6bH620Q/H620Q mice at 3, 4, and 6 weeks. Scale bar: 50 μm. Red bars represent ONL. Black bars represent IS/OS. (B) TEM reveals healthier mitochondria (yellow arrowheads) in treated mice, with more cristae and longer cell bodies in the Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice than the Sirt6loxP/loxPde6bH620Q/H620Q mice. However, by 8 weeks, both groups’ mitochondria appeared equally damaged. Scale bars: 1 μm. (C) TEM of OS (red arrowheads) of photoreceptors showed longer, more plentiful discs in Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q compared with Sirt6loxP/loxPde6bH620Q/H620Q mice. There was a decline over time in both groups, although by 8 weeks, the knockout group still retained detectable OS, while the control group appeared completely deficient in them. Green arrowhead points to the boundary between the RPE cells and the bipolar cells’ nuclei. Scale bars: 1 μm. (D and E) Quantification of the ONL density (nuclei/0.0025 mm²) (D) and IS/OS thickness (μm) (E) corroborated histological findings, confirming that Sirt6-deficient mice had significantly higher density and thickness of the ONL and IS/OS layers, respectively. Two-tailed t-tests were used to analyze the data. ONL cell density at 3, 4, and 6 weeks P < 0.001; IS/OS thickness at 3 and 4 weeks, P < 0.001, at 6 weeks P < 0.001; 8 weeks, P = 0.6 for ONL density and IS/OS thickness. For Sirt6loxP/loxPde6bH620Q/H620Q: n = 4 at 3 and 5 weeks, n = 5 at 4 weeks, n = 3 at 8 weeks; for Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q: n = 5 at 3 and 4 weeks; n = 4 at 6 and 8 weeks. ***P < 0.001.

Upon tamoxifen induction, the Pde6gCreERT2 recombinase excised exons 2 and 3 of the Sirt6 gene in the retinae of Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice. A 524-bp band was found in DNA amplified from the outer nuclear layer (ONL) of retinae collected from tamoxifen-treated mice, but not in DNA amplified from the ONL of the control mice (Supplemental Figure 1; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/JCI86905DS1). A 2,048-bp nonrecombined product was also noted in other organs of both Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q and Sirt6loxP/loxPde6bH620Q/H620Q control mice, including the liver, lungs, kidneys, and pancreas. This demonstrates the specificity of the Pde6gCreERT2 recombinase for the retina and suggests that off-target effects from the tamoxifen injection were limited.

**Functional rescue of retinal electrophysiological properties in Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice.** To assess functional rescue, we performed electroretinography (ERG) analysis weekly (Figure 1). The trend lines projected for the Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice
responses (Figure 1A, middle) in the Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice compared with controls. At 10 weeks, the scotopic, photopic, and mixed b-wave responses were not measurable in the Sirt6loxP/loxP Pde6bH620Q/H620Q controls, whereas the Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice retained measurable functionality.

We found that the greatest difference between the b-wave responses of the treated and control groups occurred at 4 weeks in rods under scotopic conditions (Figure 1B, bottom). This difference compared with control Sirt6loxP/loxP Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice show statistically significant differences in scotopic, photopic, and mixed ERG responses. Under dark-adapted conditions, the mixed and scotopic b-wave responses measuring the electrophysiological function of rod cells (Figure 1A, top and bottom) were significantly higher in Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice compared with Sirt6loxP/loxP Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice. Light-adapted conditions were used to measure the cone response and produced higher b-wave responses (Figure 1A, middle) in the Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice compared with controls. At 10 weeks, the scotopic, photopic, and mixed b-wave responses were not measurable in the Sirt6loxP/loxP Pde6bH620Q/H620Q controls, whereas the Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice retained measurable functionality.

We found that the greatest difference between the b-wave responses of the treated and control groups occurred at 4 weeks in rods under scotopic conditions (Figure 1B, bottom). This difference
more robust in thickness and the ONL number of nuclei was denser compared with Sirt6loxP/loxPde6bH620Q/H620Q mice at all but the last time point (Figure 2, A, D, and E). Specifically, both the IS/OS layer and ONL were viable until week 6 in the treated group, whereas they were indiscernible by that time in the untreated group. However, at 8 weeks, there was no statistical difference remaining, and only a few nuclei in the ONL were detected in each group. Furthermore, TEM (Figure 2, B and C) allowed for a minute inspection of the mitochondria and OS for comparison between groups. It was found that the treated group had significantly healthier mitochondria, as indicated by a greater number of cristae, as well as longer OS, with more concentrated disc numbers. While these differences decreased over time, the Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice still appeared to have healthier overall mitochondria and OS morphologies, until 8 weeks.

Sirt6 deficiency promotes photoreceptor survival and preserves cellular OS. The OS layer is composed of both rod and cone OS. To distinguish between each cell type, we immunostained retinal sections obtained at 3, 4, and 6 weeks with antibodies directed against rhodopsin to identify rods (red) and opsin for short-wavelength cones (blue) (Figure 3, A–D). We found rod and cone OS were thicker in the Sirt6–/– mice compared with controls at every time point. Cones were still detectable at week 6 in the Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice, whereas only a few rods and cones with abnormal morphology remained in the Sirt6loxP/loxPde6bH620Q/H620Q OS layer. Additional-diminished over time, with no significant difference by 8 weeks. A similar pattern was observed for the mixed rod-cone response (Figure 1B, top), although a statistically significant difference between the groups remained even at 8 weeks. Notably, for the cone response, the b-wave amplitude showed no statistically significant difference between Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q and Sirt6loxP/loxP mice at 4 weeks, but differences became statistically significant at the 6- and 8-week time points (Figure 1B, middle), as would be expected in RP. In general, rods are the primary targets of RP-related degeneration, whereas cones are unaffected until later stages in the disease, after most of the rods have died. Consistent with the later onset of cone dysfunction in RP, a measurable difference in the ERG data acquired from cones in Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q and control Sirt6loxP/loxP mice appeared later (Figure 1B, middle), when the rods had deteriorated. These data suggest that Sirt6 knockout preserves the electrophysiological function of rods and cones and slows the rate of functional loss.

Morphological rescue of retina layers in Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice. To observe retinal morphology at 3, 4, 6, and 8 weeks, we harvested retinas from experimental and control mice. Some were stained with H&E (Figure 2A), while others were observed under transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Figure 2, B and C). For the histology sections, the thickness of the inner segment (IS)/OS layers and the number of nuclei in the ONL were quantified (Figure 2, D and E). The IS/OS of Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice were
changes in functionality or morphology of photoreceptors of this mouse model.

The greatest decrease in cone cell density occurred between 4 and 5 weeks following tamoxifen injection and were subjected to H&E staining. No difference in OS or ONL thickness was observed (Figure 4, D–F). These results suggest that the Sirt6 deficiency has neither a beneficial nor deleterious effect in the WT background.

Gene therapy–mediated functional and morphological photoreceptor rescue in a preclinical RP model. To translate tamoxifen-induced Sirt6 ablation into the format of a potential intervention trial, we employed a Sirt6_shRNA somatic gene therapy strategy. An AAV2/8 Sirt6_shRNA vector was transduced into the dorsal retina of the right eye in Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice (Figure 5A). The dorsal retina of the left eye was injected with PBS, whereas the ventral side of all eyes was left untreated. Mixed, photopic, and scotopic ERG b-wave values were recorded and averaged at 4 weeks of age through glycolysis and lipogenesis, we expected there to be a metabolic basis to the observed change in functionality or morphology of photoreceptors. Sirt6+/– Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice were compared with Sirt6+/- Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice at 3 months following tamoxifen injection. ERG recordings of mixed, scotopic, and photopic b-waves were obtained (Figure 4, A–C). No statistical difference between the groups was observed for any of the light adaptation conditions. Retinal sections from each group were harvested at 4 months after tamoxifen injection and were subjected to H&E staining. No difference in OS or ONL thickness was observed (Figure 4, D–F). These results suggest that the Sirt6 deficiency has neither a beneficial nor deleterious effect in the WT background.

Figure 5. Gene therapy improves function and survival of photoreceptors in a preclinical RP model. (A) Schematic representation of the AAV2/8(Y733F)-Sirt6_shRNA pZac2.1 vector with the U6 promoter driving expression of the Sirt6_shRNA. Arrows indicate the direction of transcription. 5′- and 3′-ITR, inverted terminal repeats of AAV; AmpR, ampicillin resistance gene; F1 ori, origin of replication. (B–D) Mixed, photopic, and scotopic ERG b-wave recordings (μV) showed a statistically significant difference in the AAV2/8(Y733F)-Sirt6_shRNA–injected eye compared with the PBS-injected eye at 4 weeks after injection. Gray dots represent PBS-injected eyes, while red triangles represent Sirt6_shRNA vector–injected eyes. Gray lines connect eyes from the same mouse; black lines indicate differences in means between PBS-injected and vector-injected eyes. Paired t tests were used to compare groups. Mixed: P = 0.02; photopic: P = 0.02; scotopic: P = 0.02. n = 4 for all groups. (E–H) H&E–stained retinal sections were taken from a 4-week-old Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mouse that was injected dorsally with Sirt6_shRNA in the right eye (E, left). The ventral side of the right eye was not injected but was used as a control (E, right). In the left eye, PBS was injected dorsally (F, left) while the ventral side served as a control (F, right). The dorsal side of the AAV–injected right eye shows retinal rescue (G), while control (PBS-injected) and untreated sites on the ventral side of each eye show continued degeneration (H). Gray dots represent values from individual PBS-injected retinae, while the black dot represents mean thickness. Light red triangles represent values from individual Sirt6_shRNA–injected retinae, and the red triangle, the mean. ONL: P = 0.03; IS/OS: P = 0.004. n = 4 for all groups. Red vertical bar represents ONL; black bar represents IS/OS. Scale bars: 50 μm. *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01.
anabolic pathways. Retinal extracts from Sirt6-deficient retinae were collected, and levels of the proteins involved in glycolysis were measured by immunoblotting (Figure 6; see complete unedited blots in the supplemental material). These included HIF1A and HIF2A; glucose transporters GLUT1 and GLUT2; and MYC—all of which were increased compared with the levels observed in extracts from control retinae (Figure 6). Upregulation of these downstream factors suggests increased levels of anabolism in Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q retinae. Phosphorylated lactate dehydrogenase A (p-LDHA) and von Hippel–Lindau (VHL) protein were downregulated in Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice, while LDHA levels showed no difference between groups. LDHA is an enzyme that converts pyruvate into lactate, and some studies suggested that phosphorylation of LDHA increases its activity and induces the Warburg effect (49, 50), although this does not appear to be the case in Sirt6-deficient retina. VHL regulates protein degradation and downregulates HIF2A, which is reflected in our data by the decreased levels of VHL and the increased levels of HIF2A.

Analysis of downstream metabolites upregulated by Sirt6 deficiency. To directly determine the effects of Sirt6 deficiency on the rate of glycolysis and the TCA cycle, we used gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC-MS) analysis to assess flux through key metabolic intermediates (Figure 7A) at the onset of degeneration as measured by the fractional abundance of each intermediate. Forty-five minutes after i.p. injection of 13C-labeled glucose, retinae were harvested, and the distribution of metabolite isotope isomers (isotopomers) was analyzed to measure the enrichment of each intermediate by determining the ratio of labeled ions to total ion intensity at 3 and 4 weeks of age (Figure 7B). 13C-labeled glucose is transformed into pyruvate and lactate through glycolysis, and the pyruvate enters into the mitochondria and is incorporated into the TCA cycle as metabolic intermediates and amino acids. Retinae in Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice showed much higher 13C-incorporated intermediates in both glycolysis and the TCA cycle compared with controls at both time points. However, at 4 weeks the differences were diminished and in some cases were not statistically significant, suggesting that the degeneration may have advanced beyond what Sirt6 deficiency could compensate for. The relative abundance of metabolic intermediates in the control and experimental mice, as measured by the total number of carbons labeled in each metabolite, was significantly increased for glycolytic intermediates, more so than for TCA cycle intermediates; this indicated that Sirt6 deficiency, while increasing overall metabolism, exerts its greatest effects on glycolysis (Figure 7, C and D). This shift may be beneficial for enhancing anabolic processes in the Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q retinae. To determine whether the absolute abundance of the metabolites was also increased, we performed liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC-MS) when mice were 3 weeks of age to analyze intermediates involved in the major glucose metabolism pathways, detecting 126 in total (Supplemental Figure 2–4). More than 100 of the metabolites were upregulated in the Sirt6-deficient mice compared with controls, although the difference was significant only for some of them. All metabolites with a significant difference (P < 0.05) are shown (Figure 7E) and were upregulated in the Sirt6–/–Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice at 3 weeks. These experiments were repeated at 4 weeks, and the majority of metab-
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Photorceptors are among the most metabolically active cells in the body (15–19), converting 80%–96% of glucose into lactic acid via aerobic glycolysis (65). RP-induced rod cell death is theorized to arise from defective metabolic processes in diseased cells, among other causes (22). We therefore hypothesized that degeneration can be rescued by tipping the cell’s metabolic balance toward anabolism through inhibition of SirT6, a transcriptional repressor of glycolytic flux. This is based on the theory that aerobic respiration typically leads to catabolic processes, while anaerobic metabolism caters to anabolism (66, 67).

SirT6 is already known as a regulator of glycolysis (40), but it has yet to be studied as a therapeutic target for reprogramming metabolism in neurodegeneration. Studies show that SirT6 causes glucose to be preferentially shuttled into aerobic respiration, and in its absence, anaerobic metabolic pathways, glycolysis in particular, are prioritized instead. Here, we ablated SirT6 in a preclinical model of RP to assess the role metabolism plays in retinal degeneration. We hypothesized that cells could be preserved by upregulating anabolism, which could be achieved by prioritization of glycolysis caused by SirT6 deficiency.

In the present study, electrophysiological and anatomic rescue of the Pde6bH620Q/162Q preclinical model was achieved early on in the disease with both germline and AAV2/8 SirT6 shRNA somatic gene therapy. ERG recordings from SirT6+/Pde6bH620Q/162Q mice showed higher b-wave amplitudes, thicker OS/ONL, and greater rod and cone nuclear density compared with controls. Because the Pde6bH620Q/162Q mutation is hypomorphic, the PDE6 protein remains partially active, providing an explanation for the measurable ERG recordings obtained in the control mice before degeneration overwhelmed the functionality of the photoreceptors (10). Loss of SirT6 increased levels of HIF1A, HIF2A, GLUT1, GLUT2, and MYC, which are key drivers of biosynthesis. Increased levels of HIF1A and GLUT1 have previously been associated with photoreceptor survival (11, 68). In one study, injection of insulin in 4 unique RP mouse models was shown to delay degeneration of cones, and increased levels of GLUT1 and HIF1A were detected (11). In another study involving tuberous sclerosis complex 2 (TSC2) ablation, the mTOR pathway was enhanced, leading to upregulation of GLUT1, which was hypothesized to protect cones from degeneration (12). Additionally, GLUT1 was shown to play an important role in protecting rods via rod-derived cone viability factor (RdCVF) (69). SirT6 deficiency allowed maximal activity of enzymes involved in both glutaminolysis, driven by MYC (70), and enhanced retinal glycolytic flux. Increasing levels of HIF1A and MYC were shown to upregulate LDHA in cancer cells (50), which was not observed.
in the Sirt6-deficient retina. The discrepancy between our data and prior studies could be explained by a negative feedback mechanism, in which Sirt6 knockout increases anabolic and glycolytic metabolites, including lactate (Figure 7), and the resulting high levels of lactate repress LDHA activity and phosphorylation. Furthermore, the $^{13}$C-labeled isotopomer data reliably confirmed that glycolytic flux was preferentially upregulated (71, 72).

Overall, the metabolome shifted to accumulate biosynthetic intermediates in the OS of rods lacking Sirt6, including intermediates in multiple metabolic pathways such as glycolysis, the TCA cycle, and glutaminolysis (Figure 7, A–D). These changes are consistent with upregulated anabolism, which, in turn, would be expected to improve retinal function and counter cell death. Additionally, the expression of the metabolites was enhanced in Sirt6$^{-/-}$/Pde6b$^{H620Q/H620Q}$ mice as assessed by LC-MS (Figure 7E and Supplemental Figures 2–4). After statistical analysis, we confirmed that glycolytic metabolism was enhanced, as indicated by increased flux from glucose into pyruvate and lactate. The intermediates of the TCA cycle were also upregulated, but to a lesser extent (Figure 7, C and D). For example, the flux from glucose to $\alpha$-ketoglutarate ($\alpha$KG) was dramatically increased in the Sirt6-deficient mice compared with controls. Plausibly, Sirt6 deficiency enhanced glycolysis, and the glycolysis-derived pyruvate entered the mitochondria to increase $\alpha$KG and other intermediates. Overall, the fold change in lactate and pyruvate, both end points of glycolysis, was significantly higher compared with metabolites of the TCA cycle, suggesting a preference for glycolytic metabolism in the Sirt6-deficient mice.

To confirm that glucose metabolism influences retinal degeneration, we knocked down all PFK isoforms in the Pde6b$^{H620Q/H620Q}$ background, as this enzyme regulates the rate-limiting step in glycolysis and its intermediates feed into the TCA cycle. Knockdown significantly decreased ERG scotopic b-wave amplitudes and cell layer thickness (Figure 8), suggesting that glycolytic aberrations do affect retinal degeneration. However, there are multiple downstream enzymes and alternative pathways that could be responsible for these results, and further experiments will be needed to explore other possibilities.

![Figure 8. PFK shRNA viral knockdown exacerbates retinal degeneration in Pde6b$^{H620Q/H620Q}$ mice.](http://www.jci.org)

(A–C) ERG mixed, scotopic, and photopic b-wave recordings were obtained in Pde6b$^{H620Q/H620Q}$ mice injected with a lentivirus expressing GFP, PFK-M, PFK-L, PFK-P, or PFK-P+M+L shRNA. A significant decrease in b-wave values under scotopic conditions was detected following PFK-P+M+L shRNA introduction, and a notable but nonsignificant difference was detected under mixed and photopic conditions. Gray dots represent values from individual mice, while the black dot represents the mean. Pairwise comparisons against GFP were conducted for each viral injection: Scotopic – PFK-M: $P = 0.12$; PFK-L: $P = 0.57$; PFK-P: $P = 0.38$; PFK-P+M+L: $P = 0.01$. Mixed – PFK-M: $P = 0.74$; PFK-L: $P = 0.37$; PFK-P: $P = 0.66$; PFK-P+M+L: $P = 0.06$. Photopic – PFK-M: $P = 0.42$; PFK-L: $P = 0.53$; PFK-P: $P = 0.44$; PFK-P+M+L: $P = 0.11$. $n = 5$ for all groups except PFK-L, where $n = 4$. (D–F) Mice were injected dorsally with the lentivirus, while the ventral side was left untreated. An observable difference was detected between the injected and noninjected sides in mice exposed to the lentivirus expressing PFK-P+M+L shRNA. The difference in ONL and OS thickness was quantified and found to be statistically significant for the PFK-P+M+L injection group compared with GFP controls. Graphical representations were rendered as described above and showed that only the PFK-P+M+L combination led to a statistically significant decrease in each layer. Red bar represents ONL; black bar represents OS. Scale bar: 20 $\mu$m. Pairwise comparisons against GFP were conducted for each viral injection: ONL – PFK-M: $P = 0.98$; PFK-L: $P = 0.58$; PFK-P: $P = 0.92$; PFK-P+M+L: $P = 0.04$. OS – PFK-M: $P = 0.24$; PFK-L: $P = 0.93$; PFK-P: $P = 0.41$; PFK-P+M+L: $P = 0.01$. $n = 5$ for all groups except PFK-L, where $n = 4$. *$P < 0.05$ and **$P < 0.01$. 
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While the reduced rate of disease progression is encouraging, a limitation of our approach is that Sirt6 ablation counteracted, but could not completely halt, cell death. Indeed, despite decades of research, no therapy has been discovered that can entirely halt disease progression, although several strategies have been able to slow the rate of cell death. Why Sirt6 deficiency confers early-stage but not long-term disease amelioration remains unclear. The primary cell death drivers, Ca2+ and cGMP toxicity arising from PDE6 dysfunction, were not reversed by Sirt6 inhibition. Continued cone cell death may be due to loss of RdCVF after death of rods (73–77) or because of a reduction in the antioxidant transcription factor NRF2 (78, 79). Achieving long-term efficacy is a universal limitation for most gene therapy interventions. In recent clinical trials of retinal gene therapy in Leber congenital amaurosis, some research subjects showed functional improvements (25–32). However, several follow-up studies clearly showed that photoreceptor loss had not been halted or even slowed (59, 80–82). Another limitation of our data is that they may only be applicable to RP associated with the Pde6 mutation. Future studies should be undertaken to explore whether metabolism plays a similar role in other RP disease origins.

Sirt6 shRNA gene therapy achieved efficiency similar to Opsin::Pde6b gene therapy, where a viral transgene expressing WT Pde6b was able to induce partial functional and morphologically rescue of photoreceptors (10). A future strategy would be to apply a bipartite gene therapy vector to treat a patient’s specific mutation(s) while simultaneously reprogramming anabolism. A combinatorial therapy approach could potentially prevent future damage. Another alternative may be to combine downregulation of Sirt6 with upregulation of the mTORC1 pathway, as described by Venkatesh et al. (12). This would involve inhibition of Tsc1 in the cones of Sirt6−/−Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice. Upregulation of anabolism in rods combined with simultaneous upregulation of mTORC1 in cones could, perhaps, have additive effects on photoreceptor survival compared with the use of each strategy in isolation. Targeting other key regulators to reprogram metabolism may also prove fruitful in developing treatments for RP. In general, the metabolic underpinning of RP is not well understood, although mouse models have been used to explore the role metabolism plays in degeneration. Extensive future studies should be conducted to determine whether our results are translatable to other genetic backgrounds of RP and to ascertain the role that the downstream targets of Sirt6 play in neurodegeneration.

Our findings support recent evidence showing that upregulation of glycolysis in cone photoreceptors drives their survival and is crucial to photoreceptor health (69). They also align with reports that increased levels of HIF1A, HIF2A, GLUT1, GLUT2, MYC, and the other glycolytic enzymes are associated with photoreceptor survival (68). Together, these results provide a foundation that supports a role for reprogramming metabolism to treat neurodegenerations. Neurodegenerative conditions such as Alzheimer disease, Parkinson disease, and glaucoma have also been suggested to arise from metabolic aberrations (59, 83, 84). Thus, our strategy in reprogramming metabolism by targeting Sirt6 signaling may be translatable to halting other degenerative disorders of the central nervous system as well (85, 86).

Methods

Animals. Three lines of mice were crossed to develop the breeding strains. Sirt6+/++/C57J/F mice (87) were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory; Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice were rederived via oviduct transfer using European Mouse Mutant Archive (EMMA) morulae (10, 88); and Pde6g+/ΔERT2 mice were generated in the Barbara & Donald Jonas Stem Cell and Regenerative Medicine Laboratory (5, 6, 89–94). All mice were housed in the Columbia University Pathogen-Free Eye Institute Annex Animal Care Services Facility and maintained with a 12-hour light/12-hour dark cycle.

Pde6bH620Q/H620Q mice were crossed with Pde6g+/ΔERT2 mice, and their offspring were bred with Sirt6+/+/+C57J/F mice. Six generations of backcrosses were required to generate breeding mice. The resulting progeny were homozygous for all alleles of interest (Pde6b, Sirt6, and Pde6g), but some were WT at Pde6g, whereas others possessed the Pde6g+/ΔERT2 mutation. We isolated these two lines for use as breeding strains. Crossing the breeding strains produced the experimental mice, which are homozygous at the Pde6b and Sirt6 loci, and heterozygous at the Pde6g locus.

At P7, half of the experimental mice were given a 100 μg/g BW injection of tamoxifen (100 mg/ml in ethanol; T5648; Sigma-Aldrich), which was diluted with corn oil to a concentration of 10 mg/ml and thoroughly mixed at 42°C. One injection was administered on P7, P8, and P9. The other half of the experimental mice were injected with ethanol (10% in corn oil) following the same dosage as tamoxifen and served as the control group. There was no discrimination based on the sex of the mice.

Genotyping. Recombination of the Sirt6 allele was accomplished through tamoxifen-induced Sirt6 LoxP removal at P7. To verify Sirt6 recombination in rods, 10-μm frozen sections of the retina were collected, and DNA was extracted from the ONL using a 50-gauge needle and surgical microscope (m690; Leica). PCR was completed as previously outlined (89). All other organs and tissues were subsequently collected. Three primers were used to target the Sirt6 DNA sequence: forward 5′-GCTAATGGGAACGAGACCAA-3′; internal 5′-ACCACCTCTCTCCCTAAA-3′; and reverse 5′-GCCGTCATTTGTTTCTTG-3′. The recombination allele of Sirt6 was amplified using the forward and reverse primers to produce the 524-bp fragment.

DNA for genotyping was extracted from mouse tails. Sirt6 mice genotypes were confirmed using the forward and internal primers. This primer set amplifies 390-bp fragments for WT Sirt6 mice and 444-bp fragments for mice with conditional alleles that contain the LoxP insertion site in intron 1. Genotyping Pde6gH620Q/H620Q required the following primers: forward 5′-TGCCCCGCACATGCACACCACCCG-3′ and reverse 5′-GCCCATCCCTGCTTCCCTTG-3′. This set amplifies a 598-bp fragment, which was sequenced to confirm the presence of the H620Q point mutation. Pde6gH620Q mice require the following primers: forward 5′-GGTCAGATTCCAGTGTGGG-3′ and reverse 5′-GTTTAGTCTGGGCCCAAAGTGTTG-3′. This primer set produces 514-bp fragments for WT mice and 715-bp fragments for mice with conditional alleles.

Immunoblotting. Retinae were harvested from 3-week-old mice and homogenized in M-PER Mammalian Protein Extraction Reagent (#78501 Thermo Scientific) supplemented with phosphatase inhibitor cocktail 1 (P2850-5ML; Sigma-Aldrich) and protease inhibitor cocktail (P8340-1ML; Sigma-Aldrich), using a previously published method (5,
and protein concentrations were measured using the bicinchoninic acid (BCA) protein assay (Thermo Scientific). Two eyes from one mouse were run together as one sample. SDS-PAGE (4%–15%; Bio-Rad) was used to separate proteins, which were subsequently transferred to nitrocellulose (Bio-Rad). After blocking in 5% skim milk (902887 MP Biomedicals), membranes were incubated overnight at 4°C in the following antibodies: rabbit polyclonal anti-Sirt6—ChIP Grade (1:500; ab105391; Abcam); rabbit polyclonal anti-VHL—N-terminal (1:100; ab135576; Abcam); mouse monoclonal anti-glucose transporter GLUT1 (1:2,000; ab40084; Abcam); mouse monoclonal anti-glucose transporter GLUT2 (1:2,000; ab104622; Abcam); mouse monoclonal HIF1A (1:500; MBS143031; Novus Biologicals); rabbit polyclonal HIF2A/EPAS1 antibody (1:1,000; NB100-122; Novus Biologicals); mouse monoclonal (9E10) to c-Myc (HRP) (1:1,000; ab62928; Abcam); rabbit polyclonal LDHA antibody (1:500; #2012; Cell Signaling Technology); p-LDHA (Tyr10; 1:1,000; 8176S; Cell Signaling Technology); and mouse anti-β-actin (1:1,000; ab122548; Abcam). They were then washed 3 times in 0.5% PBST (500 μl Tween-20 in 1,000 ml PBS) and incubated for 1 hour at room temperature in goat anti-rabbit IgG–HRP secondary antibody (1:2,000; sc-2004; Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc.) or rabbit anti-mouse IgG-HRP antibody (1:2,000; sc-358914; Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc.). Membrane proteins were revealed by chemiluminescence detection (EMD Millipore) using BioMax film (Kodak).

**ONL density and IS/OS length measurement.** Mice were euthanized and eyes enucleated according to Columbia University IACUC guidelines following previously described procedures (5, 6). The cornea and lens were dissected, and the vitreous was removed, isolating the eye-cup. Excalibur Pathology Inc. prepared H&E and retinal paraffin sections (5 μm). To quantify cell numbers and thickness, each section was divided into four 230 × 230 μm² square regions: peripheral temporal; central temporal; central nasal; and peripheral nasal quadrants. ONL density was measured by counting photoreceptor nuclei in each quadrant by determining the number of nuclei located 1 mm from the optic nerve in each quadrant. This value was then divided by the length of the ONL measured in the 4 quadrants and the thickness of the section. The IS/OS length was determined by measuring the average thickness of the IS/OS layer in the 4 quadrants using ImageJ (NIH).

**TEM.** Retinae were sectioned, fixed in half-strength Karnovsky fixative, stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate, embedded in Spurr’s medium, cut at 90 nm, collected on grids, and examined by TEM using a Zeiss 190. Images were digitized and viewed in Adobe Photoshop, and slight adjustments were made to the brightness to distinguish mitochondria and OS layers more clearly.

**Immunohistochemistry.** For frozen sections, eyes were enucleated and placed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 1 hour at room temperature. After fixation, retinae were dissected from the eye cup, cryoprotected in 30% glucose overnight at 4°C, and sectioned vertically at 10 μm with a cryostat (Leica). Sections were washed 3 times with PBS (pH 7.4) and incubated overnight at 4°C with the following primary antibodies: rabbit anti–cone arrestin (1:5,000, Millipore), mouse anti-rhodopsin (1:500, Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc.), and rabbit anti–blue opsin (1:200, Millipore) diluted in 5% Chemiblocker (Life Technologies) and 0.3% Triton X-100 in PBS. After washing in PBS, the sections were incubated with secondary antibodies conjugated to either Alexa Fluor 555 or Alexa Fluor 488 (1:500, Molecular Probes, Life Technologies) for 1 hour at room temperature. Sections were then washed with PBS and incubated for 5 minutes with 5 μg/ml Hoechst 33342 (Molecular Probes) and analyzed by confocal microscopy (Nikon Ai). Only sections containing the optic nerve were included for analysis. The density of cone nuclei was quantified manually on each section. Five sections through the optic nerve were collected and averaged for each mouse.

**ERG.** After mice were dark adapted overnight, recordings were obtained under dim red light illumination. Mice were anesthetized with an anesthetic solution (1 ml of 100 mg/ml ketamine and 0.1 ml of 20 mg/ml xylazine in 8.9 ml PBS) at a concentration of 0.1 ml/10 g BW injected in the intraperitoneal region. Heating pads were used to maintain body temperature at 37°C. One drop of Tropicamide Ophthalinic Solution (1%, Akorn) was administered in each eye for dilation. Ten minutes later, electrodes were placed on the corneas, and Gonisol hypromellose ophthalmic demulcent solution (2.5%, Akron) was applied.

Both eyes were recorded simultaneously. Electrophysiological system (Diagnosys) was used to record ERG responses concurrently from both eyes. For rod and maximal rod and cone ERG responses, pulses of 0.00130 cd/m² and 3 cd/m² (White-6500K) were used. Each result represents the average of 40–60 trials. For cone responses, mice were light adapted in the Ganzfeld dome for 10 minutes. A background of 30 cd/m² (White-6500K) was present throughout the trials to suppress rod function. ERGs were recorded using white flashes. ERGs were recorded at 4–8 and 10 weeks.

**Subretinal AAV injections.** The AAV2/8(Y733F)-Sirt6_shRNA virus was injected subretinally at P4 in Pde6b(+/−/−/−) mice. The eyelids of one eye of the newborn mouse were opened artificially using microsurgery scissors. AAV was transduced into the dorsal retina by subretinal injection. Dorsal retinae of the right eyes were injected with AAV2/8(Y733F)-Sirt6 shRNA vector, whereas the left eyes were injected with same dose of PBS. The ventral side of all eyes was left untreated. Mice were examined by direct ophthalmoscopy to rule out retinal detachment at P21. ERG and histology data were collected at 4 weeks of age.

Three isoforms of PFK shRNA lentiviral particles were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (ID number: GFP: MFCD07785395, PFK-M: TRCN0000319795, PFK-L: TRCN0000360434, PFK-P:TRCN0000274701). Lentivirus was injected subretinally at P4–P6 in Pde6b(+/−/−/−) mice. The same injection method was used as in the Sirt6 AAV injection described above. ERG data were collected at 3 weeks of age, while histology samples were collected at 4 weeks of age at 0.3 mm distal from the optic nerve head.

**13C-labeled isotope tracing and mass spectrometry.** 13C-labeled d-glucose (U-13C6, 99%) was purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Inc. and was injected i.p. (500 mg/kg) in Sirt6+/−/−Pde6b(+/−/−/−) and Sirt6+/−/−Pde6b(+/−/−/−) mice. After 45 minutes, retinae were promptly isolated from the mice, rinsed in PBS, and flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen. The retinae were subsequently homogenized in a mixture of methanol, chloroform, and water (700:200:50). The metabolites were dried, derivatized, and analyzed by GC-MS (Agilent 7890/5975C) as previously reported (95, 96). The chromatograms were analyzed using Agilent ChemStation software. The measured distribution of mass isotopologues was corrected for based on the natural abundance of isotopes using IsoCor software. The fractional abundance of labeled ions to total ion intensity was determined. Data were collected for Sirt6+/−/−Pde6b(+/−/−/−) and Sirt6+/−/−Pde6b(+/−/−/−) mice at P21 and P28.

Steady-state metabolites were measured by LC-MS as previously reported by Du et al. (95). Three-week-old control and experimental mice were sacrificed, and retinae were collected, rinsed in PBS, and
flush-frozen in liquid nitrogen. Retinas were harvested at each time point, and metabolites extracted in cold 80% methanol and quantified with an Agilent 1260 LC (Agilent Technologies)-AB Sciex QTRap 5500 mass spectrometer (AB Sciex) system. Statistics. All data were analyzed using Excel (Microsoft), Stata 12.1 (StatCorp), and R 3.3.1 (https://www.r-project.org/). Mice were divided into 2 groups: control (Sirt6<sup>loxp/loxp</sup>Pde6b<sup>H620Q/H620Q</sup>) and Sirt6-deficient (Sirt6<sup>/−/−</sup>Pde6b<sup>H620Q/H620Q</sup>). ERG outcomes were measured over time for between-group comparison at specific time points. For analyses comparing groups at a fixed time point, linear mixed models with random intercepts were fit to the data because each mouse contributes 2 data points (one per eye). ERG measurements were used as outcome measurements, and the assigned group was the predictor. The trajectory of ERG outcomes was also compared between groups using data from all time points. Linear mixed models were fit as before, but the predictors in this model were group, time, time squared, and interaction terms for group, time, and group, time squared. The quadratic component was included after graphically examining the individual mouse trajectories. This model was compared to a model without interaction terms using a likelihood ratio test to determine whether the groups had different trajectories. For analyses of IS/OS thickness and ONL nuclei density in H&E sections, and for rhodopsin OS width and S-cone opsin OS width, sections from mouse retinae were taken at each time point, and multiple images of each section were collected and averaged. Each mouse only contributed one observation, so observations were considered independent. Two-tailed <i>t</i> tests were used to compare controls with Sirt6-deficient mice, and <i>P</i> values less than 0.05 were considered significant. Image analysis software was used to analyze bands in Western blots. Protein levels were normalized with respect to actin levels. Levels for one of the Sirt6<sup>loxp/loxp</sup>Pde6b<sup>H620Q/H620Q</sup> mice were normalized to 1, and all other experimental conditions were compared with this. A <i>t</i> test was used to compare the statistical difference between the groups. Ten C<sup>13</sup>-labeled metabolites were measured to ascertain the ratio of labeled metabolite abundance to innate abundance, and these values were plotted. The abundance of glucose metabolites was also assessed by LC-MS. Data were log<sub>10</sub> transformed and normalized to actin levels. Levels of the most statistically significantly changed metabolites involved in the glycolysis pathway were measured and plotted based on abundance. To compare groups for the previously mentioned outcomes, a two-sample <i>t</i> test was used. To compare injection of AAV2/8(Y733F)-Sirt6 shRNA vector versus PBS, and the FFK virus injection versus GFP injection, a paired design was used, where the right eye of a mouse was injected with vector and the left with PBS. Then mixed ERG b-wave values were recorded and compared using a paired <i>t</i> test. Throughout all figures, error bars represent SD. Study approval. The IACUC of Columbia University approved all experiments prior to study start. Use of mice was in accordance with the Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research of the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology and the Policy for the Use of Animals in Neuroscience Research of the Society for Neuroscience.
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